
Adventure #5: Harry Halfmoon & The Chamber of Eyes 

 

 
 

The PCs have just slain the monstrous spider in the Bloodreaver’s old hideout, but of the 

slavers themselves there is little sign except for a few desiccated corpses.  The group 

conducts a brief reconnaissance then decides to return to the Hall of Seven Pillars to rest 

and recoup.  The fight with the arachnid drained their strength and resources, although no 

one was particularly hurt (they kicked that spider’s ass so hard it was almost funny; poor 

DM spidermonster ) (DM Zone note about boss monsters…) 

 

So, it’s back to the Road of Lanterns and the short trek to the Hall. 

 



But just as the party is nearing the junction they suddenly see a door slam open not far 

ahead!  A halfling runs out, only to be grabbed by the scuff of his neck by a large, reddish 

humanoid hand and jerked back inside with a squeal.  The door slams shut.  Erevan 

successfully identifies the “hand” as belonging to a hobgoblin most likely, and that gets 

Xenoseth’s blood pumping.  He hates hobgoblins too, adding them to his extensive list of 

Things Worth Killing.  

 

 
 

Brandis and Xenoseth sneak up to the door while the others hang back, pressing their ears 

to the warped wood: 

 

“We’re gonna get at least ten gold for you, Halfmoon,” a gruff voice says. 

 

“Oy!  I’m worth at least twenty!” someone squeaks in protest.  “Lemme go and I’ll buy 

meself!” 

 

Raucous laughter from at least three voices can be heard inside, followed by the sound of 

rattling chains.  These are the Bloodreavers after all, and Brandis and Xenoseth decide 

they want to break in while they have the advantage.  Splug moves up and uses his 

Thievery skill, determining that the door is not trapped and not locked, and he gently 

pushes it open a sliver.  All they can see is flickering lantern light and several shadows.  

Xenoseth takes a chance and opens it further, revealing a small chamber replete with a 

shelf of wine bottles, barrels stacked against the walls, three hobgoblin warriors about to 



clap chains and manacles to a miserable looking Halfling, and a fourth robed hobgoblin 

against the far wall behind a desk, scribbling something on a piece of parchment.  He’s 

looking down at the time and does not see the barbarian open the door.  

 

Which suits Xenoseth just fine. 

 

The barbarian charges, crashing his falchion into the back of the nearest hobgoblin.  The 

soldier buckles under the blow, falling to one knee, but recovers, snarling:  

INTRUDERS!” 

 

 
 

The warcaster behind the table jumps up and the soldiers are quick to fall into formation, 

their shields bristling into a heavy steel wall.  The soldiers surround Xenoseth, stabbing 

and jabbing with spears while the warcaster moves into a more advantageous position.  

Their halfling prisoner squeals in terror and runs to the back of the room, cowering 

behind the desk.  Erevan throws a Sleep Spell but all three hobgoblins immediately resist, 

and then Raven explodes a Fire Seed across the floor, making enemy movement 

hazardous.  Brandis leaps into the fray with Wolftooth and even Splug offers help with a 

well-placed javelin that sticks into an armored helm.  Helga jumps to the middle of the 

fight and swings her executioner’s axe in a devastating circle, slamming three foes.  

 



 
 

The hobgoblins are resilient though and not afraid of a fight.  The warcaster finally 

engages and invisible forces batter the dwarf, trying to pull her away from the others.  

Splug is keen with his javelins today and keeps throwing them, and one by one the 

hobgoblins are beat down, unable to escape the adventurers surrounding them.  Erevan 

ultimately seals the deal with Grasping Shadows, anchoring the enemy with tendrils of 

shadowstuff while the others beat them down.  It is Splug’s javelin that kills the final foe, 

the warcaster, even as it raises its vile staff to throw a Force Pulse at the heroes.  Blood 

spurts from the thing’s neck; its eyes roll up into its head and it crumples, slain, the staff 

clattering from lifeless fingers.  

 

The rescued halfling immediately runs up to them. 

 



 
 

“Oy!  Ye rescued me!  Rendil Harry Halfmoon at your service! I owe you me life!  These 

damned Bloodreavers would have sold me in a heartbeat if not for you, and I’d never see 

me Auntie Ella again.  Really, whatever ye want ask me!  We own the Halfmoon Inn in 

the Hall.  Free room and board as long as ye want!  Well, within reason. I’ll let me Auntie 

know!” (This was supposed to be an Irish Cockney accent). 

 

Well, the group is happy to accept his offer of room and booze at the Halfmoon Inn, 

which Harry claims is the best place to stay in town, far better than the despicable 

Rothar’s Taproom which caters to orcs, kobolds, and duergar.  It’s a seedy place where 

vile discussions are held in shady corners, and Harry insists that only clientele with good 

gold and higher standards frequent the Halfmoon Inn.  Well, as high as can be expected 

in a place like the Hall of Seven Pillars. 

 



 
 



The PCs ask him more details about the Bloodreavers and how exactly he wound up in 

this room, and how did the Bloodreavers acquire the room. 

 

“Oy.  Me noticed them poking around me Inn, so I starts tailing them, watching em, but 

got too close and they nabbed me!  This room here is rented out by the Mages of Saruun 

to whoever wants it, and whoever has the coin to pay.  But I know where the 

Bloodreavers REAL hideout is, down below the Hall in a place called the Chamber of 

Eyes.  I can even draw ye a map ta get there!  Oh trust me, ye got me thanks and Harry 

Halfmoon keeps his word!” 

 

The Chamber of Eyes.   

 

It sounds familiar, and Erevan recalls reading about that name. Digging through his 

pouches he finds a letter addressed to Kalarel in Shadowfell Keep from a wizard named 

Paldemar, and it mentions a shrine called the Chamber of Eyes that the Bloodreavers use 

as their main base of operations (this was found in Adventure #1, and of course most 

everyone forget about it many weeks later). 

 



 
 

“What kind of shrine is it?” asks Helga.  “What god?” 

 

Rendil looks around suspiciously and lowers his voice.  “To the King That Crawls, some 

old demon god of the Underdark. But I don’t know much about such things, and that’s 

the way I like it!”  

 



The group thinks they’ll ask Clockmaster Mentifil, the gnome priest of Gond, more about 

this shrine and the demon associated with it.  The more information they have the better.  

They search the dead Bloodreavers and except for well crafted and oiled weapons and 

armor they don’t find ANY gold or magic.  They do find a letter that the warcaster was 

writing when they burst in, and it mentions “Grimmerzhul” before it trails off. 

 

“Rendil, will anyone care if we killed these hobgoblins? And who or what is 

“Grimmerzhul?” 

 

Rendil shrugs.  “Depends on who ye ask. I don’t care, but they paid gold for the room, 

and someone else is bound to come looking for em.  And Grimmerzhul is a duergar city 

far down in the dark.  Bastards.” 

 

The hobgoblins had not been here long, probably just a few days since their other hideout 

was usurped by the enormous spider.  The group debates leaving some kind of message 

for any Bloodreavers that come looking for them, but ultimately decide just to leave 

before they’re discovered.  Rendil says that there was one goblin with them earlier, but he 

left before the party arrived, so as far as they know no one is aware of their actions.  

 

“Should we tell Brugg the Ogre what happened?” 

 

Rendil pales a little.  “Gond no!  That oaf hates me! He hates all halflings.  He’d just as 

soon see me squashed on the bottom of his boot. Bloody sick bastard.” 

 

The group then decides that it is best not to be seen returning to town with Harry 

Halfmoon.  They thank him for his information and agree to meet with him later at the 

Inn.  The halfling nods profusely and scurries out, happy to be alive and free.  

 

They also decide that further reconnaissance and information gathering is in their best 

interest before they rest.  They are in no shape to take on the bulk force of the 

Bloodreavers, so they’ll all need to sleep a while to regain their strength.  Brandis Padraig 

wants to slink around Rothgar’s Taproom and see what the word is around town, 

particularly about the Bloodreavers, but Erevan remembers that he has a ritual that will 

do almost the same thing, and conceal their presence at the same time. It will take an hour 

to cast and an Arcana check, so joining hands in a candlelit seance, Brandis is able to 

help Erevan work his way through the complicated ritual.  Sending his senses ethereally 

out into the Hall the wizard hears a garbled mass of voices, many spoken in languages he 

does not understand.   

 

Rothgar’s Taproom in particular is filled with guttural grunts and growls from races as 

diverse as kobolds, lizardmen and troglodytes.  Brugg the Ogre is there too, deeply into 

his cups and singing a bawdy song that involves putting Halflings in a pie.  Still, the 

wizard is able to glean a few interesting facts: 

 



1) Orontar, a Mage of Saruun, is the only mage who has been seen recently.  The 

others, Paldemar and Cyrix, have been absent for some time, but no one knows 

where or why.  

2) Torog, the King Who Crawls, has been having a despicable and growing presence 

in the Labyrinth recently.   

 

With that information in mind, they head directly to Mentifil the Gnome. 

 

 

 

“We keep hearing about some god named ‘Torog’,” says Brandis.  “Does that mean 

anything to you?”  But almost as soon as the vile name leaves his lips Brandis feels an 

itch at his neck.  A fat cockroach has crawled up his body and waves antennae along his 

earlobe! 

 

“Yech!  Get that off me!”   Helga flicks it away and crushes it under her boot. 

 

 

“Ah, do not say that name in this holy place,” mutters Clockmaster Mentifil, looking 

down at the brown mess with disgust.  “It is true though, if the rumors are to be believed.  

The power of the King Who Crawls is rising in the Labyrinth after a thousand years of 

absence.” 

 

“And this is the same Tor…uh…King Who Crawls that the minotaurs began to worship 

before Baphomet destroyed them?  So there are cultists here now? Why would the mages 

allow such a problem in their Hall?” 

 

“I know nothing of cultists my friends.  This problem has only recently begun, and it 

seems to be getting worse.  Insects sometimes appear at the mention of that name, 

perhaps some avatar of the King’s true form.  To my knowledge no sane man or creature 

would worship such a being from the Far Realm, for putting your mind in such a state is 

to invite utter madness.”  

 

The heroes recall that the north exit to the Shining Road and Avenue of Glory is engraved 

with the Symbol of Torog, the very bristling symbol on the belly of the humongous 

spider in the Bloodreaver’s hideout.  Why would the mages even allow the symbol in the 

Hall if it caused problems?  Again, Mentifil says it has NOT been a problem before, not 

for a thousand years as far as he knows, and not a problem since the Mages of Saruun 

first revamped the Hall of Seven Pillars and turned it into the trading post it is now.    

 

Erevan remembers that he has an old scroll he found in Shadowfell Keep called “Banish 

Vermin,” and it seems like the perfect ritual to keep some pesky bugs away.  After 

they’ve rested at the Inn they’ll follow Harry’s map to the Chamber of Eyes and find out 

what has happened to their friends from Winterhaven, praying that it is not too late.  

 



Rendil Harry Halfmoon is overjoyed to see them, exclaiming to his Auntie Ella that 

THESE are the brave heroes who saved his life!  Ella seems grateful enough, although 

maybe slightly miffed that she’s missing out on the gold that would have been paid from 

six persons.  Oh well, it is worth the life of her nephew, and she is quick to bring them a 

dinner of broiled knucklefish, buttered bread and cold mead before they retire to sleep.  

 

 
 

The next day, as far as they can tell anyway in a place with no light, but judging from the 

gongs at the House of Gond, they wake refreshed and ready to disembark.  Harry 

Halfmoon gives them a scrawled map to the Chamber, bids them good luck and good 

riddance to the Bloodreavers, whom he thinks the heroes will thoroughly trounce.  

They’ve had it coming for a long time now and the halfling eagerly awaits their return 

with the good news.  

 





 
 

The east exit has the shape of a great curving dragon, its eye and tail actually holding a 

black opal.  They pass under the talons and jaws of the thing and enter a downward 

sloping passage that smells faintly of mildew.  Multiple passageways twist off, leading 



down into unknown vales and hollows, but Harry’s map is accurate and an hour later they 

find themselves at an entrance with a familiar symbol above a passageway: 

 

 
 

HOWEVER… 

 

…the symbol is defaced to the point that it is almost unrecognizable, and Brandis 

develops the theory that Torog (and he smacks away a fucking cockroach as soon as he 

says it) might have sent the giant spider after the Bloodreavers in retaliation for defiling 

his shrine.  A very good theory! Kudos, Brandis. 

 

The group climbs the steps and soon find themselves at the entrance to a large room lit by 

burning green torches.  Sixty feet away a balcony overlooks the chamber as if this was 

once a narthex where a priest would preach down at a congregation below.  Two demonic 

statues flank a large wooden door on the east wall that is engraved with a large eyeball.  

Rubble fills the corners of the room and it otherwise appears empty. 

 



 

 
 

They move quietly into the room and are nearing the door when Xenoseth and Brandis 

hear faint voices behind it.  They press their ears to the wood and hear goblins speaking: 

 

Goblin 1:  “I’m bored.” 

Goblin 2:  “Me too.” 

Goblin 1: “Nuthin ever happens.” 

Goblin 2: “Oh, shut up. We’re on guard duty, so just guard. Could be worse…” 

Goblin 1: “...” 

 

Splug is their resident thief, so they have him try to pick the lock but he fails. The guards 

are instantly aware. 

 

Guard 1: “Hey!  Who out there?” 

 



Hey, Splug speaks goblin!  They quietly ask their little buddy to tell the guards a lie to 

get them to open the door, which instigated a Skill Challenge.  Splug clears his throat and 

says, “Me a Bloodreaver. Got somethun for Chief Krand, mmm-hmm.  So open up!”  

(They learned Krand was the Bloodreaver boss from a letter to Kalarel in Adventure #1).  

 

Guard 2: Krand not tell us nuthin about that? Who is you anyway?” 

 

Splug:  “Uh…Splug.” 

 

Guard 1 “(mumbles)” 

Guard 2: “We not know no Splug.  Really, what you got?” 

 

Brandis bangs on the door to make it sound like Splug is bigger. 

 

Splug:  “It real important!  Krand gonna get mad if he don’t get this!” 

 

Guard 1: (whispering) “That ain’t good.” 

 

Guard 2: “Shut up.  Look, we just doin’ our job.  We guards, we is guarding, see?  So tell 

us what you gots for Krand and we let you in.” 

 

Splug:  “Mmm, no, it for Krand only, mmm-hmm.” 

 

Guard 1:   “Well me go ask Krand himself then.  You wait here, me be right back…” 

 

And that pretty much failed the Skill Challenge, although I probably left out a roll or two 

above, but that’s the gist of it.  They couldn’t convince the guards to open the door before 

the game was up.  Great try though, that was fun. Splug tries to pick the lock again, and 

this time he succeeds!  The double doors swing open and the group finding themselves 

staring at a slack-jawed goblin guard. 

 

Guard 2:  “Oh…shit—” 





 



 
 

I forget who killed the guard in a single blow, but the way Splug behaved this adventure I 

like to think the little fellow stabbed him through the eyeball with his lockpicking tool 

and then licked the blood off, so I’ll go with that.  One guard is dead then but the other 

has already retreated.  They see a long corridor with several branching exits and a large 

set of double doors at the end.  Xenoseth and Brandis advance, hearing the sounds of 

weapons rattling around the corner and the low mutter of goblin voices.  The others hang 

back, readying actions for the first foes that enter their sight.  And they get their wish 

pretty fast.  Two goblin warriors charge around the corner, hacking at the shifter and 

warlord with wicked little swords.  

 



 
 

A magic missile flies out and zonks a guard, but it’s not a minion and doesn’t drop.  

Raven throws a Flame Seed and inundates the area with magical fire, and then Helga the 

fighter joins the fight and blasts her way through both foes, dropping one of them in a red 

bath of blood.  Xenoseths hears footsteps pounding up stairs, but he doesn’t see exactly 

where it’s coming from, but just about then he hears the growl… 

 

…something BIG is behind the closed double doors at the end of the hall, something that 

sounds like an angry great cat.  Snarling himself, Xenoseths runs to the side of the door 

and readies an action if anything unpleasant should poke through.  

 

But new foes enter the battle from the balcony!  A goblin appears at the top, rubbing his 

hands together and chanting, and suddenly Erevan feels mystical hands lock around his 

throat, squeezing, and he is physically hauled across the room.  At the same time a huge 

bugbear runs screaming off the balcony into midair with a double-headed flail spinning 

like a tornado above its head and SLAMS it down on the wizard, knocking him back 

again and dropping him to his back, groaning in pain.  The bugbear howls with wicked 

delight and advances to finish him off, but Erevan mumbles a word and teleports away, 

still prone.   

 



 
 

[GM Note:  Acolyte of Maglubiyet and Bugbear Wardancer from MM2] 

 

[GM Note: I also noticed something we did wrong with Helga; she has to make a saving 

throw against each Prone condition when using Stand Your Ground, it’s not auto-

success].  

 

The bugbear looks deadly, spinning flails with practiced ease in a dance of death.  They 

can feel the wind and stink of old blood blowing across them even at a distance. Raven, 

Erevan and Helga concentrate on the bugbear and acolyte while Xenoseth and Brandis 

see the doors near them open a sliver and a red-faced hobgoblin peeks out to survey the 

situation, and then throws the portal wide, letting loose an arrow at the warlord!  A deep 

growl reverberates behind the hobber, but the Cat Man lunges at the archer, slamming a 

blade into his chest.  The archer staggers back and the barbarian sees the source of the 

growl:  a large purplish panther lurks in the room, with pinkish twin tentacles swaying 

from its back like hungry serpents. He’s heard of such of creature but never seen one: a 

Displacer Beast, a fey thing with the power to appear slightly dislocated from its actual 

position by illusion. The room behind them is even less reassuring.  

 



 
 

[GM Note: per the book this was just a Dire Wolf, but I figured we had quite enough of 

those in Tallow’s Deep. The sculpt of the thing was great, but I had to repaint it from 

“fun” flat purple. So that is not the displacer out of the box, and leveled down from a 

Skirmisher 9]. 

 

Xenoseth engages the panther while the others assail the bugbear wardancer who has 

surged into the first doorway, blocking them from closing it.  The monster growls with 

pleasure at the coming fight and begins the slow spin up of its flails.  Raven transforms 

into a wolf and pounces; Splug screams in fear and throws a javelin, and Erevan snaps his 

fingers from the floor where Bigby’s Hand appears and grabs the thing’s leg.  Shaking in 

fury, the wardancer winds up its flail in a deadly shield of metal, deflecting attacks and 

ringing glancing blows off anyone nearby. 



 

 
 

Meanwhile, Brandis and Xenoseth focus on the archer and displacer beast.  The barbarian 

attacks through the doorway with his falchion while the warlord pokes around him with a 

halberd. The hobgoblin is injured quickly, but he’s not alone; in the Chamber of Eyes 

wait two more archers atop the stairs near the shrine and they let loose with cruel barbed 

arrows.  Arrows zip and zing past the warlord and barbarian, some hitting, some not, but 

combined with the vicious barbed slaps from the displacer, Xenoseth finds himself in 

pain—which he welcomes, for his Bloodied condition is worse than his healthy one for 

enemies.   

 

But then they hear a woman’s voice screaming “HELP!  Help me!”  Brandis recognizes 

her immediately; it’s Salvana Wrafton, and she’s locked in one of the cages in the floor.  

He can see her raw, torn fingers clenching through the bars. 

 



 
 

The hobber archers advance slowly, firing and reloading while the wardancer in the hall 

blasts everyone back with an impressive display of martial talent.  And then things get 

even worse as Brandis sees two enraged, gray-skinned dwarves with reddish beards 

charge down the hall from the north, warhammers raised high and sputtering with globs 

of infernal flame… 

 



 



 



 
 

They’re duergar; half-dwarf, half-demon spawn of the Underdark, and they pound their 

hammers into Brandis Padraig while Xenoseth holds off the elusive displacer beast that 

seems to ephemerally shift between worlds, darting in and out to make lightning fast 

strikes with its tentacles.  But Xenoseth hits it hard, so hard in fact that the elusive 

shifting stops and the being coalesces into an easy target.  

 

The acolyte of Maglubiyet circles back around, and the first foe he sees is Splug!  

Squealing, the goblins engage in battle, Splug swinging his axe and the acolyte trying to 

smack him with a sickle.  They rage back in forth in the narrow hall, bouncing off the 

walls while the sounds of battle echo around them.  The wardancer breaks free of Bigby’s 



Icy Grasp and shifts away, slams the spinning flails into Erevan again and closes in for 

the kill, grinning evilly.  Helga dashes away to engage the duergar and take the heat off 

of Brandis while Xenoseth pushes into the Chamber of Eyes following the displacer beast 

and dodging arrows from the archers… 

 

…and then Chief Krand makes an appearance after all. 

 

“KILL THEM!  KILL ‘EM ALL!” 

 

The burly hobgoblin has entered from a secret door at the far end of the chamber and he 

rushes into battle with a longspear.  “ARCHERS!  KEEP ON THAT CAT MAN!” He 

directs his soldiers and they maneuver around the battlefield to get a better angle on their 

quarry.  Brandis and Xenoseth realize they have to take down this displacer beast now, 

and with dual cries of anger they hack into the monster, skewering it through the 

breastbone and chopping off a flailing tentacle.  The displacer crumples even as Chief 

Krand runs behind Brandis and stabs him in the ribcage with his spear while Xenoseth 

coldly turns on their newest foe and decides how he should best kill him. So many, many 

choices.   

 

 



 

 
 

Out in the hall, Splug dispatches the acolyte and turns his attention to helping Raven and 

Erevan with the wardancer who has proven remarkably resilient. But that can only last so 

long, and the bugbear is finally vanquished, dropping the flails and collapsing into the 

narthex spread-eagle.   Helga is keeping the duergar locked down, but the soldiers are 

tough and not dropping as easily as she would like.  Still, it gives Xenoseth time to work 

some magic, and the barbarian uses it to his best advantage.   

 

A CRITICAL daily crushes into Krand’s skull, blood splashing down from under his 

helmet in a red wave.  The warchief staggers, groaning, and Xenoseth follows up with a 

spinning roundabout with his falchion, removing the hobber’s head in a geyser of blood!  

Fluids spurt up from the ravaged neckhole and the Chief crumples to his knees and keels 

over, slain (51 points of damage in one round can do that to an injured guy). 



 

 
 

This was the turning point of the long battle, along with slaying the wardancer and 

displacer.  The Bloodreaver’s moral is broken and the two remaining archers flee.  The 

duergar disengage and run back the way they came, and the heroes see four or five 

MORE goblins running across the back of the Chamber of Eyes from one secret door to 

another, trying to escape the wrath of the intruders.  

 

This is about where we stopped; the battle is pretty much won although there are some 

foes left, and formidable enough in the right circumstances. We’ll pick up next time in 

the Chamber of Eyes as you clear it out and rescue Salvana Wrafton.  


